Gene duplication is an important mechanism that leads to genetic novelty. Different, nonexclusive processes are likely involved, and many adaptive and nonadaptive events may contribute to the maintenance of duplicated genes. In some teleosts, a duplicate copy of the mammalian ortholog Hemopexin (HPX) is present, known as the warm temperature acclimationrelated protein (WAP65). Both WAP65 and HPX have been associated with iron homeostasis due to the affinity to bind the toxic-free heme circulating in the blood stream. We have assessed the evolutionary dynamics of WAP65 and HPX genes to understand the adaptive role of positive selection at both nucleotide and amino acid level. Our results showed an asymmetrical evolution between the paralogs WAP65-1 and WAP65-2 after duplication with a slight acceleration of the evolutionary rate in WAP65-1, but not in WAP65-2, and few sites contributing to the functional distinction between the paralogs, whereas the majority of the protein remained under negative selection or relaxed negative selection. WAP65-1 is functionally more distinct from the ancestral protein function than WAP65-2. HPX is phylogenetically closer to WAP65-2 but even so functional divergence was detected between both proteins. In addition, HPX showed a fast rate of evolution when compared with both WAP65-1 and WAP65-2 genes. The assessed 3-dimensional (3-D) structure of WAP65-1 and WAP65-2 suggests that the functional differences detected are not causing noticeable structural changes in these proteins. However, such subtle changes between WAP65 paralogs may be important to understand the differential gene retention of both copies in 20 out of 30 teleosts species studied.
ferritin, whereas the apohemopexin returns to the circulation (Morgan et al. 1976) . Several studies suggest that HPX is not only a plasma transporter of the heme, but it also acts as a multifunctional agent in important health-related processes, such as iron homeostasis, antioxidant protection, bacteriostatic defense (limiting the access by pathogens to heme), nerve regeneration, and gene expression to promote cell survival (Delanghe and Langlois 2001) . Analysis of the internal homology in amino acid sequence indicates that HPX comprises 2 homologous domains of about 200 residues each, joined by a 20-residue linker (Paoli et al. 2002) . The Fe (III) of the heme is coordinated by 2 histidine residues and further stabilized by a host of noncovalent interactions provided by a large number of invariant aromatic and basic residues (Paoli et al. 1999) .
In fishes, there is an ortholog gene of the mammalian HPX, the warm-temperature-acclimation-associated 65-kDa protein (WAP65) that was initially identified in goldfish (Carassius auratus) and later in several other fishes, namely Acanthopagrus schlegeli, Cyprinus carpio, Ictalurus punctatus, Oryzias latipes, Takifugu rubripes, and Xiphophorus helleri (Kinoshita et al. 2001; Hirayama et al. 2003; Nakaniwa et al. 2005; Aliza et al. 2008; Choi et al. 2008; Takano et al. 2008) . It has been observed in I. punctatus, O. latipes, and T. rubripes that the presence of 2 paralogs, the WAP65-1 and the WAP65-2, both structurally similar to the mammalian HPX, although exhibiting highly differential patterns of spatial expression . WAP65-1 is expressed in a wide range of tissues, whereas WAP65-2 is only expressed in the liver ). The regulation with warm temperature and bacterial infections is also highly different: WAP65-1 is constitutively expressed, whereas WAP65-2 is highly regulated both by warm temperature and bacterial infections, these 2 stimuli acting synergistically to induce the expression of WAP65-2 . The water temperature is one of the most notable factors that bear a spatial and temporal influence on aquatic organisms (Kinoshita et al. 2001) . Although seasonal temperature changes take place over weeks or months, physiological reorganization compensating for such changes is often referred as temperature acclimation (Hazel and Prosser 1974) .
As iron is one of the pivotal elements during bacterial infections (Cherayil 2011) , several studies have explored the potential involvement of WAP65 in immune responses given its structural similarity to HPX . In goldfish, WAP65-2 respond to bacterial infection; but notably, it might also function as an immune-response protein (Kikuchi et al. 1997 ). Both WAP65-1 and WAP65-2 act as a multifunctional agent in several biological processes such as immune response (Peatman et al. 2007; Peatman et al. 2008; Shi et al. 2010) , iron homeostasis, heavy metal exposure (Aliza et al. 2008) , temperature acclimation (Kikuchi et al. 1998; Sha et al. 2008) , and development (Hirayama et al. 2004; Nakaniwa et al. 2005) . The multifunctional aspects of WAP65 proteins suggested that both genes underwent neofunctionalization and have diversified their functions . Therefore, WAP65-1 has evolved to encompass new functions, whereas WAP65-2 has retained its initial functionality as a major role, namely in the acclimation to warm temperature and in the immune response (Sarropoulou et al. 2010) . The differential expression pattern suggests a functional distinction between WAP65 proteins although the residues that contribute to the functional distinction of the paralogs have not been characterized and neither the mechanism involved in the fixation of both copies in teleosts. Moreover, the lack of comparative analyses between the paralogs in teleosts and the mammalian HPX precluded the identification of the different evolutionary forces that influenced the duplicated copies in fishes and the counterpart singleton gene in mammals.
To understand the evolution and divergence of the WAP65 paralogs and the mammalian HPX, we have characterized in detail signatures of positive selection acting on these protein-coding genes. We have evaluated the molecular evolution of HPX and WAP65 in 66 vertebrates, analyzing selection signatures that may have been responsible for the functional divergence between WAP65 in fishes and HPX in mammals, particularly by testing the branch immediately after duplication. Our analyses showed that positive selection has significantly influenced the evolution of these proteins in fishes, following the duplication event that originated from the WAP65-1 and WAP65-2 paralogs, with few sites contributing to the functional distinction. Moreover, adaptive evolution is likely responsible not only for the functional divergence between WAP65-1 and WAP65-2 paralogs but also for the functionally distinctiveness of these proteins relatively to the mammalian HPX, as suggested by the evolutionary acceleration of HPX relatively to both WAP65-1 and WAP65-2 genes. The modeled 3-dimensional (3D) structure of WAP65-1 and WAP65-2 shows that the functional distinction of the paralogs is not associated with the ability to bind free heme.
Material and Methods

Sequence Analyses
The nucleotide sequences and protein sequences of WAP65-1, WAP65-2, and the mammalian ortholog HPX were retrieved from GenBank and ENSEMBL. Several TBLASTN searches were done in order to retrieve nonannotated sequences from EST databases. Multiple EST alignments were performed using ClustalW in Bioedit (Hall 1999) . The open-reading frame of each EST was manually inspected and corrected in order to perform an amino acid alignment using translated nucleotide to avoid the insertion of incorrect bases. A consensus sequence was built when multiple ESTs were found for the same species. All the sequences retrieved were represented at least by 2 different ESTs; the bases with ambiguity were manually correct; or when not possible, we used the IUPAC recommendations (Cornish-Bowden 1985) . The multiple sequence alignments (MSAs) were built using MUSCLE (Edgar 2004) in SEAVIEW (Gouy et al. 2010) ; and in order to avoid the improper alignment of nonhomologous evolutionary positions, the alignments were performed using the translated nucleotides and back-translated to nucleotides. The MSAs were, therefore, organized in 3 different datasets: 1) WAP65-1, 2) WAP65-2, and 3) HPX, used for further analyses of positive selection at both the nucleotide and the amino acid level, reducing the bias of base saturation presented in the dataset when combining both fishes and mammalian sequences. Two additional MSAs were built: one using the 66 species studied in this work and the other considering all the WAP65 proteins (WAP65-1, WAP65-2, and the WAP65 of cartilaginous fishes, named here as WAP65c). In the fish species where only 1 WAP65 copy was detected, we performed TBLASTN searches to inspect ESTs that may indicate the presence of an additional gene copy. We detected additional ESTs in 9 different species, but we have not included such sequences in further detailed analyses given its short length. However, we built a phylogenetic tree with those sequences suggesting that the retrieved ESTs were phylogenetically similar to WAP65-1 in 2 species and to WAP65-2 in 7 species (Supplementary Figure S1) .
Phylogenetic Analyses
Bayesian phylogenetic inferences were performed with MrBayes v3.1.2 (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck 2003) . The bestfit model of nucleotide substitution used was selected with jModeltest (Posada 2008) . The reconstructions were obtained after adjusting the parameters accordingly to the best-fit model in agreement with the likelihood obtained for each evolutionary model after the Akaike information criterion correction (AICc) (Supplementary Table S1 ). Bayesian inference (BAY) methods with Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling were performed in MrBayes (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck 2003) , and the phylogenetic trees reconstruction were built, starting with a random tree using 4 Markov chains (3 heated and 1 cold), running for 10 000 000 generations, sampling every 1000 generations and burning 25% of the sampled trees, with prior probability distributions of the individual model parameters according to the model specified (Supplementary  Table S1 ). A maximum likelihood (ML) phylogenetic tree was also constructed in PhyML (Guindon and Gascuel 2003) applying the corresponding evolutionary model, bootstrapping 1000 for the clade support and using the nearest-neighbor interchange (NNI) tree searches. Additionally, we built trees in MEGA 4.0 (Tamura et al. 2007 ) using the neighborjoining (NJ) algorithm and the maximum composite likelihood model (Tamura et al. 2004 ). We performed the 2-sided Kishino-Hasegawa (KH) test, the Shimodaira-Hasegawa (SH) test, and expected likelihood weights (ELWs) in TREE-PUZZLE (Schmidt et al. 2002) to determine the best-fitting tree for each MSA (Supplementary Table S2 ).
Detection of Positive Selection
Nucleotide Level WAP65-1, WAP65-2, and HPX-coding sequences (CDS) were analyzed separately to minimize nucleotide saturation and base compositional bias. Tests for positive selection were performed with the likelihood method implemented in PAML v4.3 (Yang 2007) using a gene-level approach based on the ratio (ω) of nonsynonymous (dN) to synonymous (dS) substitutions rate (i.e., ω = dN/dS). The likelihood ratio tests (LRTs) were used to compare the nested pair of models that allows variation in ω among codons but assuming the same distribution in all lineages: the null models, M1a and M7 (β) against the alternative (positive selection models), M2a and M8 (β + ω > 1). The likelihood of the 2 nested models, a model that does not allow a site class with ω > 1 and a model that allow (null vs. positive selection, respectively) is compared using an LRT test. The LRT = −2∆lnL (∆lnL = the difference in log likelihoods of the 2 models) follows χ 2 distribution with degrees of freedom (df) equal to the difference in number of parameters between models. In addition, we also used the M8a, with the omega value fixed to 1, checking if the site class > 1 was statistically different from the neutrality. For all the obtained LRTs, the transition-transversion ratio was calculated from the data, and the equilibrium codon frequencies were obtained using the average base composition at the 3 codon positions (CodonFreq=2). The ambiguous sites were removed from these models (cleandata=1) as they correspond to indels or ambiguous characters. A significant LRT only demonstrates that the selection model is preferred to the neutral model; it does not provide any kind of indication of the sites under selection (Osorio, Antunes and Ramos 2007) . A posterior analysis is needed and thus we used a Bayes empirical Bayes (BEB) approach to calculate the posterior probability (PP) for each site to be within a specific site-class. A specific site is considered to be under strong selection if having a high probability (PP > 0.95) to belong to the class with ω > 1 . The BEB is a robust method, reliable for both small and large datasets . We also tested a branch model, using the simplest 1-ratio model, versus a 2-ratio model labeling the postduplication (PD) branch in teleosts-here referring to the branch immediately after the duplication event (Figure 1 ). This analysis provided information if those labeled branches would indeed had an altered evolutionary rate. Given the absence of a significant alteration in the selection pressure when considering the entire protein, we performed an alternative test, using the branchsite models. These models allow ω ratios to vary simultaneous among lineages of interest and along with the codons sites. Here, we used the branch-site analysis model A test 2, also referred to as the branch-site test of positive selection , to understand which sites after the duplication showed signatures of selection in the PD branch, immediately after duplication.
Amino Acid Level
Recent methods for investigating selection in proteins (or coding genes) have focused on evaluating the type of positive selection detected (directional or nondirectional, stabilizing, or destabilizing), purifying selection, and how the identified selection affects the overall structure and function of the protein (Porter et al. 2007 ). Amino acid substitutions may cause various effects in protein structure depending on the physiochemical properties of the altered residue and also in the position of the replacement in the protein structure (Porter et al. 2007 ). We performed an analysis to differentiate between types of selective pressures acting in WAP65-1, WAP65-2, and HPX, including 1) positive selection, 2) stabilizing selection (maintaining the overall biochemistry of the protein), and 3) destabilizing selection (causing radical structural or functional shifts in local regions of the protein), which provided insight into the structural and functional consequences of the identified residues under selection (McClellan et al. 2005) . In TreeSAAP v3.2 (Woolley et al. 2003) , we analyzed 31 different amino acid properties in search for positive destabilizing selection and considering the properties with significantly greater amino acid replacements (relatively to the neutral expectations) with magnitude categories +7 and +8 (i.e., the 2 most radical property change categories). We defined an empirical threshold of 3 properties as evidence that a site is under positive selection and excluded the sites with ambiguous characters in more than 5 sequences (e.g. indels).
Functional Divergence
A likelihood ratio test-based method (Gu 2003; Gu and Vander Velden 2002) was used to inspect type-I and II functional divergence implemented in Detecting Variability in Evolutionary Rates among Genes (DIVERGE v.2.0) (Gu and Vander Velden 2002) . This method attributes a coefficient of functional divergence to each amino acid residues θ, which is in fact the change of evolutionary rate at the amino acid site between 2 clades. Moreover, the advantage of this method is that it uses amino acid sequences and, thereby, is not sensitive to saturation of synonymous sites (Li et al. 2009 ). Type I functional divergence is defined by a change in the selective constraint in a specific site after duplication, that is amino acid configurations that are very conserved in 1 gene but highly variable in the other gene, either by relaxation of existing purifying selection or by gaining functional importance at a previously unimportant site (Gu 1999 (Gu , 2001 . By contrast, Type II functional divergence represents amino acid configurations that are very conserved in both genes but whose biochemical properties are very different, for example, charge positive versus negative, implying that these residues may be responsible for functional specification (Gu 2001) . Type I and/or Type II divergence can occur as a result of either neofunctionalization or subfunctionalization. Here, we tested the functional divergence for the pairs WAP65-1/ WAP65-2, WAP65-1/HPX, and WAP65-2/HPX, comparing mammals and the teleosts paralogs. The same analysis was not performed in the cartilaginous fishes (WAP65c) that were represented by only 3 sequences, not satisfying the recommend condition of the cluster to have 4 or more sequences (Gu and Vander Velden 2002) . The sites contributing to the Type-I functional divergence where pointed out using 2 different strategies: 1) defining the cut-off value for the posterior probability after consecutively removal of the highest scoring residues from the MSA until the LRT of the coefficient of functional divergence becomes nonsignificant P > 0.05 and 2) defining an empirical cut-off of 0.8 in the posterior probability for each site, since the lowest value obtained in the previous criteria was 0. 
WAP65-1 and WAP65-2 3-D Structure Modeling and Functional Analysis
The 3D structure of WAP65-1 and WAP65-2 was predicted using the I-TASSER server (Zhang 2008) to obtain the 3D model of both paralogs in fish. The models were obtained using the Dicentrarchus labrax sequences of both the paralogs: WAP65-1 [NCBI: ABL75414] and WAP65-2 [NCBI: DAA12504]. The model with the correct topology should have a C-score above -1.5, varying from [2;-5]. A higher value than 0.5 in the TM score means that the obtained topology is not random (Zhang 2008) . MultiProt (Shatsky et al. 2004 ) was used to calculate the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) after the superimposition of the obtained structures for WAP65-1 and WAP65-2. These 2 structures were also superimposed with the sequence [PDB: 1QJS] of the rabbit (Oryctolagus cuniculus). The protein structure around the heme group was obtained using the Accelrys Discovery Studio 3.1 software (AccelrysSoftwareInc. 2012). In order to access the functional/active sites, we submitted the WAP65-1 and WAP65-2 models obtained from I-TASSER to the partial order optimum likelihood (POOL) server (Somarowthu and Ondrechen 2012) . This is a reliable method applicable to proteins with novel folds, particularly when the obtained models have enough quality (Somarowthu and Ondrechen 2012) . The architecture of the protein domains was characterized using the simple modular architecture research tool (SMART) (Schultz et al. 2000) , and we considered only E-values below 1.0 to increase the accuracy of the estimates.
Results
Sequences and Annotation
We retrieved 20 sequences of the WAP65-1 gene from teleost fishes, 15 previously annotated from GenBank and ENSEMBL (12 and 3, respectively), and 5 new CDS that we manually annotated from EST databases (Supplementary  Table S3 and Figure S2 ). For the paralog WAP65-2, we retrieved 21 sequences from teleost fishes, 14 previously annotated from GenBank and ENSEMBL (10 and 4, respectively), and 7 coding sequences were manually annotated from EST databases (Supplementary Table S3 and Figure  S2 ). In addition, we retrieved 3 WAP65c sequences from cartilaginous fishes (2 from databases and 1 additional sequence from EST databases). The gene WAP65 has been detected in the arctic lamprey (Lethenteron camtschaticum) (Supplementary Figure S3) ; but due to the low coverage of the CDS, this sequence has not been used in further analyses. In total, 66 sequences were retrieved, 3 WAP65 from cartilaginous fishes, 41 WAP65 coding sequences from teleosts (Supplementary Table S4 ).
Phylogenetic Analyses
Phylogenetically, HPX has been identified in mammals (placentals, marsupials, and monotreme species), birds, and amphibians (Dooley et al. 2010) , whereas fishes present the ortholog WAP65; and in some teleosts, 2 copies of this gene are present. Here, we have studied the WAP65 in fishes (cartilaginous and teleosts) and the ortholog HPX in mammals. The final MSA comprehending 66 sequences had a total length of 1629 bp and was used to reconstruct the WAP65/ HPX gene tree, with the best-fit evolutionary model selected by hierarchical likelihood ratio tests being the TIM2+I+G. The obtained tree topology with the ML, NJ, and BAY analyses showed a clear distinction of the WAP65-1 and the WAP65-2 present in teleost fish (Figure 1 ). The WAP65c, WAP65-1, WAP65-2, and HPX clades were well supported in the 3 phylogenetic reconstructions (ML, NJ, and BAY). However, the results from the KH, SH, and ELW tests performed in TREE-PUZZLE suggest that the BAY and ML are significantly better than the NJ gene tree-based reconstruction (Supplementary Table S2 ). The obtained topology using BAY and ML was similar and well supported for the interior branches, although with some minor topologic differences at the terminal branches (Figure 1 ). The obtained tree using WAP65/HPX retained a phylogenetic topology similar to the species tree, grouping together as expected the closest fish and mammalian orders with a few exceptions, for example, Perca flavescens did not grouped with the other representatives of the Perciformes, Harpagifer antarcticus, Dicentrarchus labrax and Dissostichus mawsoni. The Perciformes phylogeny and its relation with the other fish clades is not yet fully resolved (Near et al. 2012) , and often the gene based tree differs from the accepted species tree (Louis et al. 2013 ). In the mammals clade, the Laurisatherians did not group within an independent clade as would be expectable, but that may have been influenced by the absence of other mammalian species that have diverged earlier (e.g., Afrotherians, Monotremes) in the final MSA. The more divergent mammalian species were removed given the high saturation introduced in the MSA (Supplementary Table S4 ), and final analyses were performed including a mammalian dataset having no nucleotide saturation. The MSA of WAP65-1 and WAP65-2 also did not show the presence of saturation (Supplementary Figure S4) satisfying the criteria to access the selection signatures at the gene level.
The full MSA presenting the 66 species used in this work was therefore divided in 4 1) WAP65-1, 2) WAP65-2, 3) WAP65-1, WAP65-2 and WAP65c, and 4) HPX. The 3 tests performed in TREE-PUZZLE revealed that the BAY and ML fits well the data in all MSAs, but the same was not applicable to the NJ reconstruction, as the MSA 3) WAP65-1, WAP65-2, and WAP65c retrieved a significant lower likelihood when compared with the other 2 methods. Despite the differences between the ML and BAY trees were nonsignificant, the BAY tree obtained the best likelihood in all the 3 tests performed in TREE-PUZZLE; and therefore, it was used in further analyses (e.g., positive selection and functional divergence).
Selection in the Postduplication Branch
The gene tree reconstruction based on the fish WAP65 genes, 3) WAP65-1, WAP65-2, and WAP65c, was used to access selection signatures in the branches. The dN/dS ratios were estimated in a likelihood framework at a lineage-specific level, labeling the PD branch (the branch immediately after the duplication event) in WAP65-1 and WAP65-2. The obtained likelihood was compared with a model allowing only 1 value of dN/dS along the tree, and the LRT of the obtained value was compared with a chi-square table, with 1 degree of freedom. In both PD branches, the LRT showed no statistical significant difference between the 1-ratio and the 2-ratio model, with a LRT = 3.27 (P = 0.07) in the WAP65-1 PD branch and an LRT = 0.80 (P = 0.37) in the WAP65-2 PD branch (Supplementary Table S5 ). Given the absence of statistical significance between the 2-ratio model and the 1-ratio model in both branches, we tested a branch-site model in the same branches, that is, the branch immediately after duplication. We used the MSAs that contain WAP65 and HPX genes in the branch-site analysis to include HPX in the background sequences. The branch-site analysis when labeling the WAP65-1 PD branch showed eighth sites with a PP > 0.95, whereas the WAP65-2 PD branch fail to detect any site under selection (Table 1 ). The alternate model is significantly preferred relatively to the null model with a significance below 0.01. The results suggest that WAP65-1 and WAP65-2 did not undergo strong positive selection after the duplication, but instead only a few sites have had significant selection signatures in the PD branch, particularly in WAP65-1.
Selection at the Gene Level
The selective pressure acting in the HPX and WAP65 is distinct revealing that the WAP65-1 gene presents the lower ratio of dN/dS, ω = 0.19, WAP65-2 had a ω = 0.21, and the HPX showed the highest value of ω = 0.39 (Table 2) . Although the overall ratio ω < 1 suggests that most of the sequence is under purifying selection, we found evidence for positive selection for some sites exhibiting a high probability to be in the site class ω > 1 using the likelihood phylogeny-based methods in PAML. In the CDS of the genes WAP65-1 and HPX, the M2a was statistically better than the null model (M1) ( Table 2 ), although this model fails against the null model in the WAP65-2. In the more parameters-rich nested pair of models, the results showed that the M8 (the model allowing a site-class above 1 fits better the data than the null model, in all the 3 genes. For WAP65-1, WAP65-2, and HPX, the LRT with M8 versus M7 had a P value lower than 0.01. Under the M8 and the BEB post hoc analysis, WAP65-1 had 3 sites (24A, 25A, and 405L, using the D. labrax as reference sequence) showing a PP higher than 0.95, and 1 site supported with a PP above 0.95 also under M2a, the site 25A. Under M8, the WAP65-1 revealed also 2 additional sites showing a PP above 0.90, the sites 20Q and 22Q, which despite being below the strict criteria of a PP > 0.95 may suggest that those sites could be under positive selection. In addition, we compared the M8 versus M8a to inspect if the site-class showing a ω > 1 was significantly above the neutrality, and the LRT showed a P value of 0.023. In WAP65-2 gene, the codon-based models revealed only 1 site (residue 286A) in M8 under selection with a PP > 0.95. Nevertheless, the comparison between the M8 versus M8a is not statistically significant suggesting that this gene may be evolving more under neutrality rather than under positive selection. In the mammalian HPX, the number of sites under positive selection in M8 is the highest among the 3 analyzed genes, showing a PP > 0.95 in 8 sites: 9V, 80K, 82V, 175G, 177M, 358D, 365I, and 447A. However, none of these sites had a PP > 0.95 under the M2a. The strict test of the 2 models M8 vs. M8a showed a P value less than 0.01, suggesting that the site-class above 1 is statistically higher than the neutrality, and therefore these sites likely evolved under strong positive selection.
Selection at the Protein Level
The use of dN/dS ratios-based models for detecting selection is generally less sensitive than amino acids models in subtle molecular adaptations, since the last models are more robust to detect selection when only few amino acids change (McClellan et al. 2005) . In order to complement our previous results based on the codon models, we performed the TreeSAAP analysis (Woolley et al. 2003 ) using the same 3 MSAs evaluated in the CODEML site analysis. This complementary method using the physiochemical amino acids changes may be necessary to properly access natural selection among sites within generally conservative protein-coding genes. We used an empirical threshold of 3 properties under selection to signalize a specific amino acid carrying signatures of selection. The results retrieved 20 sites with more than 3 properties under selection for WAP65-1 and 2 of those sites (24A and 405L, position referred to the D. labrax WAP65-1 sequence) were also reported under the M8 in the PAML analysis (Supplementary Table S6 ). For WAP65-2, the result was different from those obtained in the codon-based analysis, with 16 new sites detected to be under selection at the amino acid level, less than those observed in the paralog gene WAP65-1. In the mammalian HPX 16 sites showed at least 3 amino acid properties under positive selection. In the 2 paralogs, WAP65-1 and WAP65-2, all the positively selected sites retrieved had at least 1 property under selection, supporting the codon-based analyses. Nevertheless, in the HPX 3 sites were supported by the codon analyses (two of each showed a PP above 0.95), but not by the TreeSAAP analyses.
Functional Divergence of WAP65-1, WAP65-2, and HPX
Gene duplication-specific changes in the substitution rates referred to as Type-I functional divergence might reflect differences in the evolutionary rate at amino acid sites after gene duplication. Type II sites are those that are highly conserved in both clusters but are fixed for amino acids with different biochemical properties between sisters clusters, implying that these residues are responsible for the functional differences between these groups. The functional divergence analysis was performed in DIVERGE v2.0 (Gu and Vander Velden 2002) showing the existence of functional divergence between WAP65-1 and WAP65-2, but also among this 2 paralogs and the HPX singleton. The higher Type-I and Type-II divergences were observed between WAP65-1 and HPX ( Figure 2A ). The Type-I divergence can be detected after a change in the site-specific rate following gene duplication, where either relaxation of existing purifying selection or the gain of functional importance at a previously unimportant site may occur (Gu and Vander Velden 2002) , though a high number of sites changing the evolutionary rate (up or down) after the duplication imply functional divergence between the proteins (Zheng et al. 2007 ). The pairwise comparisons of WAP65-1, WAP65-2, and HPX for Type-I functional divergence were significant with a P value below 0.01. After removing the sites with the highest values of functional divergence until the P value of the LRT in the Type-I functional divergence is below 0.01, we defined the cut-off value for each pair of comparisons. For the HPX/ WAP65-1, the critical value was 0.8, showing 73 sites above this cut-off; and for HPX/WAP65-2, it was 0.82 with 33 sites above this value of PP, whereas for WAP65-1/WAP65-2, the calculated cut-off was 0.92, having 32 sites above this criterion ( Figure 2B) . Even when the cut-off is reduced to 0.8 in the other 2 pairwise comparisons, the θ I site-specific profile revealed the highest number above this limit in the WAP65-1/WAP65-2, showing 54 sites above this criterion relatively the 36 obtained in the WAP65-2/HPX comparison ( Figure 2C ). The functional divergence analysis for type II (θ II ) revealed a similar trend, HPX/WAP65-1 (0.268 ± 0.106), HPX/WAP65-2 (0.131 ± 0.097), and WAP65-1/WAP65-2 (0.280 ± 0.106), corresponding to a P value of 0.006, 0.088, and 0.004, respectively ( Figure 2C ). Applying an empirical cut-off of 2 (representing sites with more than 66% of probability to be functionally divergent), the higher number of functional divergent sites where obtained for the WAP65-1/ WAP65-2 comparison with a total of 78 sites, 73 for HPX/ WAP65-1 and 28 for WAP65-2/HPX, although if using a cut-off of 8 (representing a probability above 88%), the same pair of comparisons would show 10, 1, and 2, respectively (Supplementary Figure S5) . The WAP65-2 seems to have retained the ancestral function of WAP65 before the WGD in teleosts, whereas WAP65-1 became more functionally distinct as suggested by the bF functional distance values obtained in DIVERGE v.2.0 (Figure 3) . Surprisingly, HPX also showed a high bF value suggestive of neofunctionalization and accumulation of significant differences relative to the putative ancestral function of WAP65.
Modeling the Tertiary Structures of WAP65-1 and WAP65-2
The obtained protein 3D structure model of the WAP65-1 from D. labrax retrieved a TM score 0.79 ± 0.09 and a C score of 0.55, whereas the WAP65-2 of the same species obtained a TM score 0.77 ± 0.10 and a C score of 0.42. When the estimated models from I-TASSER are reliable, the C score should be above -1.5, varying from [2; -5], and a higher value than 0.5 in the TM score means that the obtained topology is not random (Zhang 2008) . We superimposed both structures based on the alignment of the 2 estimated 3D models, which showed a high structural similarity, also observed in the secondary structure with a high overlapping of both the structures (Figure 4) . MultiProt evaluated the similarity of the sequences; the value obtained for the similarity between the 2 structures was 0.74 RMSD based on an alignment of 399 amino acids. Moreover, the superimposition of these 2 structures with the mammalian HPX also revealed a high structural similarly. The result suggests that the functional divergence is not due to an alteration of the structures despite the accumulation of different mutations in the paralogs. The amino acids responsible for the heme pocket in the mammalian HPX are already known, and we used a homology modeling strategy to infer the heme pocket in WAP65-1 and WAP65-2 in D. labrax. The amino acids coordinating the heme binding and the amino acids near the heme-binding site (<3.5Å) are also shown in the WAP65-1 and in for the WAP65-2 ( Figure 5 ).
Selection in the WAP65-1 and WAP65-2 Heme Pocket and in Other Functionally Relevant Sites
We inspected the selection pressure and the functional divergence in the sites that are probably coordinating the heme binding of the proteins WAP65-1 and WAP65-2 and the residues near the heme group in those proteins. In the hemebinding pocket of WAP65-1, the sites binding to the free heme are under strong purifying selection, as well as the sites near the heme group, although the use of the amino acidlevel approach revealed 3 sites in the heme pocket to have 1 amino acid property under positive selection (219Y, 228D and 273K) and in the nearby site 234E (Supplementary  Table S7 ). In WAP65-2, we have not found positive selection in the 12 sites coordinating the heme binding, although site 279H showed a probability of 0.84 to belong to the site-class above 1, suggesting that this site might be at least under relaxed purifying selection (no properties under selection have been nevertheless detected in these 12 sites). In the nearby sites, 2 sites (239Y and 240R) exhibited relaxed purifying selection, and 5 sites showed at least 1 amino acid property under positive selection (9F, 11C, 238G, 239Y, and 240R) ( Table 4 ).
The WAP65-1 and WAP65-2 from D. Labrax revealed 4 HPX -like repeats (annotated as SM00120 in SMART), the 4 internal repetitions of these domains are located from the residues 81-133, 180-223, 243-286, and 288-333 for WAP65-1 and from the residues 89-140, 187-230, 249-292, and 294-339 for WAP65-2. The results from the POOL server revealed that 3 sites under positive selection in WAP65-1 were within the first 50 more functionally relevant sites (Supplementary Table S8) , and all the 3 residues (186F, 264R, and 313E) located within the HPX -like repeats (annotated as SM00120), and the sites 186F and 264R exhibited Type-I functional divergence above 0.5. In WAP65-2 no sites was predicted to be within the first 50 more functional relevant, the nearest to fall in the category was the site 278L and showing functional distinction only relatively to WAP65-1 and HPX, was also similarly located within the HPX -like repeats (Supplementary Table S9 ).
Discussion
WAP65 Duplication and the Retention of a Duplicated Gene Copy in Teleosts
The HPX gene has been reported in different vertebrate lineages such as amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals. The ortholog WAP65 has been reported in fishes (Dooley et al. 2010 ), but in some teletost was found a duplicated copy of the gene (WAP65-1 and WAP65-2). The cartilaginous fishes only have 1 copy of the gene. Different studies considered WAP65-2 as an ortholog of the HPX, but this orthology has not been yet fully clarified (Dooley et al. 2010) . Further, there has not been any isoform of HPX reported in mammals or in cartilaginous fishes, suggesting that the duplication of the ancestral gene might have occurred after the divergence of teleosts and cartilaginous fishes. Here, we reported a putative WAP65 sequence in the artic lamprey, placing the emergence of the WAP65 in the jawless fishes. However, the orthology of the retrieved ESTs sequences remain to be fully clarified. Furthermore, we reported 20 out of 30 teleosts with the retention of a duplicated copy of WAP65. Consequently, it is important to understand the mechanism responsible by the retention in some teleosts genomes of a duplicated copy of this gene, which previous studies reported a fixation of the 2 copies to be more frequent in modern teleosts (Sarropoulou et al. 2010) . It should be noted that the absence of the 2 copies of the WAP65 in some fish species might reflect also a lack of sequencing information in databases (ENSEMBL and GenBank). Interestingly, recent studies showed that some additional duplication occurred in the WAP65-1, namely in catfish (I. punctatus), where southern blot results indicated the presence of 4 WAP65-1 copies, but a single copy of WAP65-2 . Therefore, after the WGD some additional tandem gene duplication occurred at least in the catfish. Gene duplication has been described as one of the key factors driving genetic innovation, producing novel genetic variants (Conrad and Antonarakis 2007) . A salient feature of the evolution of paralogous genes is their divergence, which certainly involves the accumulation of both advantageous and neutral or even mildly deleterious point mutations after the initial gene duplication (Ohta 1989) . Under complete redundancy, where any number of functional copies confers the same fitness, selection on the paralogous genes will be relaxed Nowak et al. 1997 ). Several models of molecular evolution try to explain the factors contributing for the duplicated copies preservation and these models are different according to the dissimilarities in the evolutionary pattern after the duplication (Zhang et al. 2010) . In addition, it has been shown that "newly" evolved genes have an accelerated rate relatively to more ancient genes (Lynch and Conery 2000) . Here, we reported that WAP65-1 exhibited an altered evolution rate, when compared with the paralogous gene, WAP65-2. In addition, it has also been suggested that positive selection plays an important role in fixing specific amino acids in proteins after the main duplication events leading to the paralogous fixation in groups of a gene family (Martinez-Castilla and Alvarez-Buylla 2003) . The preservation of the duplicated genes in the genome and partial functional relaxation caused by loss of ancestral functions subsequently (Shatsky et al. 2004). provides the opportunity for advantageous mutations, which can lead to new functions (He and Zhang 2005) .
Selective Pressure Acting on WAP65-1, WAP65-2, and HPX An acceleration of the evolutionary rate may be implicated in the retention of both gene copies, and therefore may be the mechanism responsible for the retention of WAP65-1 and WAP65-2, contributing to the functional divergence of these paralogs. After duplication the genes may undergo functional divergence (Hahn 2009) , and here we reported clearly a functional divergence between the 2 copies (WAP65-1 and WAP65-2). Accordingly, the neofunctionlization is usually supposed to include a stage of neutral evolution, with the functional divergence occurring in at least 1 step, including positive selection (Wagner 2008) . It has been reported that WAP65-1 is expressed earlier in the development relative to WAP65-2 (Sarropoulou et al. 2010) , and this different temporal expression is accompanied by a differential pattern of tissue expression. Although WAP65-2 is only expressed in the liver, WAP65-1 is widely expressed ). The differences in the expression pattern suggest that WAP65 paralogs underwent functional divergence, likely neofunctionalization , despite the difficulty to distinguish between a model supporting subneofunctionalization and neofunctionilization. In addition, recent studies suggested that in the mud loach, Misgurnus mizolepis, the 2 paralogs underwent functional partitioning or subfunctionalization (Cho et al. 2012) . Despite this fact, simulation studies suggest that subfunctionalization plays an important role, but as a transition state to neofunctionalization, rather than as a terminal fate of duplicated genes, since there is no apparent selective pressure to maintain redundancy and therefore the retention of duplicated genes in the genomes leads to neofunctionalization of the preserved copies (Rastogi and Liberles 2005) . Further, it has been suggested that the WAP65-2 is associated with temperature adaptation and WAP65-1 is constitutively expressed , although previous works showed that the expression of WAP65-2 in the antarctic spiny plunderfish, Harpagifer antarcticus, is not up-regulated when the water temperature rise, suggestive that this acclimation function of WAP65 is phylogenetically constrained (Clark and Burns 2008) . Indeed, we found that HPX also In the left figure, it is represented as the heme-binding location for each paralog. In the center, the amino acids coordinating based on I-TASSER prediction and the amino acids on the proximity to the heme group (<3.5Å). For WAP65-1, the amino-acids in the right figure shows the protein structure around the heme group using Accelrys Discovery Studio 3.1 software (Accelrys Software Inc., 2012), the colors follow the interpolated charge scale.
shows functional distinction (type I and type II functional divergence) relatively to both WAP65-1 and WAP65-2, but the lowest value obtained resulted from the comparison with the WAP65-2. This is in accordance with previous findings, suggesting that the WAP65-2 is functionally similar to the mammalian HPX .
For both WAP65-1 and WAP65-2, no statistical evidence of relaxed purifying selection or positive selection was found in the PD branches. Duplicates that are being retained over long evolutionary time are more likely to experience strong purifying selection (Steinke et al. 2006 ). However, the P value of the branch model in the case of WAP65-1 was near acceptance, 0.07; whereas in the WAP65-2, it was near 0.37. This implies a different and asymmetrical evolutionary rate between the paralogs after the gene duplication. Indeed, the branch-site models also suggest that a few sites present signatures of selection and not the majority of the protein, making this approach more reliable to detect the episodic mode of evolution of these genes, WAP65-1 and WAP65-2. It can therefore expect that those sites might be implicated in the retention of the 2 copies after the duplication. In addition, it was demonstrated that the measurement of positive selection is a powerful tool to identify divergence rates of duplicated genes, and that this method has the capacity to identify potentially interesting candidates for adaptive gene evolution (Steinke et al. 2006) .
The selection signatures observed in WAP65-1, WAP65-2, and HPX could be a result of both functional adaptation and also might be implicated in the functional divergence among WAP65-1, WAP65-2, and HPX, where the accumulation of beneficial mutations leads to functional divergence. A previous work reported that WAP65-1 and WAP65-2 evolution is mainly due to purifying selection ). More recently, Sarropoulou et al. (2010) showed that the 2 paralogs are under moderate positive selection suggestive of their evolutionary adaptation. However, this has been based in preliminary assessment of a small dataset (10 sequences of WAP65-1 and 8 of WAP65-2), although here we reported 20 and 21 sequences for each paralog. By contrast, our data revealed a significant high number of positive selection events in WAP65-1 at codon level even after the more robust post hoc test, the BEB analysis, and we point out also a high number of sites showing selection signatures at the amino acid level. Indeed, we implemented the same using M8, but we found several positively selected sites in WAP65-1 and 2 being highly significant; whereas in WAP65-2, despite the M8 fits better the data than the null model, the comparison between the M8 versus M8a is not accepted, suggesting that WAP65-2 is evolving more under relaxed purifying selection rather than positive selection. This suggests that selection pressure follows different patterns in the 2 paralogs, whereas WAP65-1 was evolving slightly accelerated after the gene duplication (leading to a higher accumulation of nonsynonymous mutations), in WAP65-2 the purifying selection or relaxed purifying selection was more influential in the evolution of this gene copy. Along with the asymmetrical evolutionary rate of the paralogs, it is also relevant that HPX showed a higher dN/dS ratio when compared with the WAP65-1 and WAP65-2. It has been suggested that gene duplication have 2 trends, postduplication acceleration and the generally slow evolutionary rate owing to the high level of functional constrains (Jordan et al. 2004) ; and accordingly, we reported a higher evolutionary rate in the mammalian singleton relatively to the duplicated copies in the teleosts.
The integration of the amino acids models suggests that many amino acids underwent positive selection at least in the physiochemical properties in WAP65 paralogs. The codon models are known to perform poorly when a substitution occurred only in a few species, making these models conservative when applied to proteins that are subjected to purifying selection in the majority of the coding sequence. Here, we found that 16 sites showed at least 3 amino acid properties under selection in WAP65-2, but none of these sites correspond to the site showing significant positive selective pressure under M8 in CODEML. Although WAP65-1 showed 20 sites under selection at the amino acid level (with more than 3 properties under selection) and 2 of those 20 sites also have been signalized as carrying signatures of selection at the codon level (24A and 405L, positions referred to the D. labrax WAP65-1 sequence). It is expected that those sites might be of crucial relevance for the functional divergence of the 2 genes. The mammalian HPX have the higher amount of positively selected sites at codon-based level but did not show a significantly higher number at the amino acid level relatively to the WAP65-1 and WAP65-2, presenting 16 sites under selection at the amino acid level, but only one of those sites is also signalized at the codon level (358D, position referred at the Homo sapiens HPX sequence).
Functional Divergence and Positive Selection
The WAP65-1 protein showed 5 sites under positive selection, which contribute to the functional divergence relatively to the pairwise comparison with mammalian HPX (2 sites) and WAP65-2 (1 site), and 2 sites are contributing to the functional divergence between both. Although WAP65-2 shows 6 sites positive selected having a posterior probability above 0.8 of contributing to the functional divergence in the pairwise comparison with WAP65-1, but no sites under this criteria are signalized in pairwise comparison between HPX and WAP65-2. These results suggests that positive selection should have been important to drive the functional divergence between WAP65-1 and WAP65-2, but also between WAP65-1 and HPX, while nearly absent in the pairwise comparison between HPX and WAP65-2.
Structural Similarity
The cysteine residues have a crucial contribution to the structural integrity of HPX (Takahashi et al. 1985) . Here, we reported that the model obtained for the WAP65 proteins shows that the paralogs are structurally similar, and this 3D model similarity is of great relevance to understand the conservation of 5 cysteine residues between fishes and mammals. The 3D structures obtained for WAP65-1 and WAP65-2 were therefore topological similar, showing that positive selection and functional divergence is not causing considerable conformational divergences of the two 3D structures, even so the amino acid similarity of the 2 paralogs is only 58% in D. labrax. Remarkably, both WAP65-1 and WAP65-2 paralogs are also structurally similar to the mammalian HPX, despite the functional distinction among the 3 proteins.
It has been shown that recombinant rainbow trout HPX -like protein could bind to the free heme despite lacking the 2 histidines residues required for mammalian HPXs to bind the free heme (de Monti et al. 1998) . Similarly, the predicted binding residues in WAP65-1 did not shown these 2 histidines that are reported as essential in mammals to coordinate the heme binding. In the fish WAP65-1, 2 highly conserved histidines are present in the orthologs but in different evolutionary positions relative to mammals. These 2 histidines highly conserve are in the positions 232 and 261 of the WAP65-1 in D. labrax. In WAP65-2, 2 histidines are present that align with the mammalian residues responsible for the heme coordination, in the positions 235H and 279H corresponding to D. labrax WAP65-2. Although it has been reported that the medaka, O. latipes, WAP65-2 revealed no affinity to the heme binding (Hirayama et al. 2004 ), we did not found any evidence that one of the copies have lost the binding ability to the free heme in D. labrax. The loss (or position alteration) of the 2 histidine residues in WAP65-1 coordinating the heme binding lead to predict that WAP65-1 protein bind to heme in a different manner from that of the mammalian HPX (Hirayama et al. 2004) . Indeed the heme-binding pocket seems to be under purifying selection and few sites showed functional divergence in the cluster of sites coordinating the ligand binding, suggestive that the functional distinctiveness between the paralogs is not due to any alteration in the binging ability although it might alter the overall affinity to the free heme.
The positive selection appears to have and important role in the functional divergence between the paralogs WAP65-1and WAP65-2. However, the retention of a duplicated copy in just some of the teleosts (20 out of the 30 teleosts here reported) suggests that the increase of fitness did not occur for all the species, as some have lost one of the duplicated copies. It will be therefore of great relevance to inspect the selective loss of the duplicated copy in some of the teleost species, as the paralogs perform different functions, and it would be of great interest to relate such events with the evolutionary history of the species and the different environmental conditions influencing the species fitness.
Conclusions
In this study, we assessed the evolutionary history of WAP65 in fishes and HPX in mammals. Statistical analyses of selection signatures suggest that positive selection and relaxed purifying selection have played important roles over evolutionary time in shaping the variation not only of the 2 paralogs (WAP65-1 and WAP65-2), but also the mammalian HPX. In contrast to other genes duplicated during the fish WGD, we detected a higher evolutionary rate in the mammalian singleton relatively to the teleosts paralogs. The detection of functional divergence between the fish paralogs and also the mammalian ortholog confirmed that these genes have evolved into different functional properties owing to rate shift of a small set of amino acids, which may explain the retention of the 2 WAP65 copies after the gene duplication in teleosts, as well as the overall functional divergence among WAP65 genes and HPX. The WAP65-2 seems to have retained the ancestral function of the protein, whereas the WAP65-1 underwent a higher functional divergence, suggestive of neofunctionalization or subneofunctionalization after the gene duplication. Indeed, we confirmed neofunctionalization of the 2 paralogs and pinpointed the sites that contributed to the functional distinctiveness of the 2 copies. We assessed by homology modeling the heme-binding pocket in both paralogs for D. Labrax, and both proteins seem to have retained the ability to bind to the free heme. The positively selected sites and those sites contributing to functional divergence between the paralogs are located outside the heme pocket suggesting that the paralogs functional divergence and the preservation of both copies is not related with changes in the ability to bind the free heme.
